Have a Go: A group of children chose their favourite flavour crisps. Their results are shown in the bar graph below. Use this graph to answer the questions at the bottom of the page.

1. How many children said Cheese and Onion is their favourite? ..................
2. How many children said Prawn Cocktail is their favourite? .........................
3. How many children said Ready Salted is their favourite? ..........................
4. How many children said Smoky Bacon is their favourite? ...........................
5. How many children said Pickled onion is their favourite?

Moving On

6. What is the most popular flavour? .................................
7. Which is the least popular flavour? .................................
8. What is the second most popular flavour? ........................
9. Which flavour is as popular as Beef and Onion? ............................
10. How many children are in the class? ...............................